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Health, Safety and Nutrition for the Young Child, 7th edition addresses the contemporary health,
safety and nutrition needs of baby through school-age kids in one comprehensive quantity. This
time-proven book is written in a clear, concise and thought-provoking way and is loaded with
easy-to-access checklists, guidelines and lesson plans that no early childhood pupil or
professional should be without! Collaboration with family members, sensitivity to individual
distinctions and the critical importance of health, safety and diet education continue being
stressed. Extensive coverage of topics vital to the first identification of children's health issues
and the advertising of children's well-being displays the most recent research findings.
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It's pretty informative and i found myself learning things we didn't ... Up to now it looks very
thorough but an easy read. It's pretty informative and i found myself learning issues i didn't find
out about healthy eating. Five Stars love it Great Great Good used book Very good used book
Gets the task done Book was take down alittle but not to bad N/A Great book Informative I really
like this text reserve. The text was an excellent size and included a variety of vivid diagrams and
images throughout.Renting my books through Amazon I get good quality books at inexpensive
prices. It was ideal for acquiring notes that I could highlight passes that were important. Finally a
well-designed textbook I have not used this textbook in college yet, but I've thumbed through it
and We am very worked up about it. It really is beautiful and the organization is fantastic. The
chapters were short so that it was never overpowering to learn. Informational extras and tables
are color coded and easy to find. i had to rent this reserve for my early education class. I have
acquired textbooks that didn't possess the key conditions in the index but got seemingly
irrelevant topics shown, but this book has a extremely thorough index which is a plus! Also, it is
very modern and clean looking. I doubt I'll spend half of my study time being frustrated by the
publication like I have in the past. Five Stars Exactly what I necessary for my course, everything
as described Ideal for ideas and will the job This textbook was required for completing
prerequisites to obtain my Early childhood degree. This reserve is definitely a treasure trove of
easy lessons to implement in a preschool early childhood classroom. Terms are constantly in
blue in the primary text and this is is at underneath of the page such as a footnote - there if you
want it, taken care of unless you. Where was the editor This book is extremely repetitive and it's
a tedious read. But it was one helluva good book. This is simply not only a fabulous textbook it
really is an incredible classroom and center source. so it benefited my education in addition to
my health College Text This textbook was in great condition and arrived on time. SO informative!
It looked like the writer was purposefully attempting to make enough adjustments to justify
getting a new edition published. This book is incredibly repetitive and it's a tedious read. At the
end of every chapter were lesson programs and therein lies the gold by the end of the rainbow.
Where was the editor? It is a wonder that it was published. Interestingly, I purchased a earlier
edition and compared it to the brand new edition. Every few sentences were edited, however,
not for content - just reworded. School Needed for school.
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